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ABSTRACT: This article reports on the impact of the thickness and/or the composition on the performance of type-II 

n+ InGaAs / p+ GaAsSb tunnel junctions. The InGaAs/GaAsSb staggered band-offset heterojunction is expected to 

improve tunneling properties. Devices have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy with various thicknesses and/or 

Sb and In concentrations. For thin elastically strained type-II tunnel junctions, the electrical characteristics exhibit 

degraded transport performances compared to the reference p+ GaAs / n+ GaAs tunnel junction structures, while 

much better tunneling peak currents are achieved with strain-relaxed thick type-II tunnel junctions. Based on a 

theoretical analysis of the local density of states and the band-edges profiles of the type II tunnel junctions, we 

propose a suitable design for type II tunnel junctions with high tunneling current density towards their use in 

multijunction solar cells. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Tunnel Junctions (TJs) are key devices for 

monolithic multi-junction solar cells (MJSCs), in which 

they interconnect adjacent sub-cells. Each sub-cell of 

Multi-Junction Solar Cells (MJSCs) is designed to 

absorb a specific range of the solar spectrum. Thus, the 

absorption spectral response of the whole device is 

extended whilst thermalization losses are reduced, 

enabling to reach conversion efficiencies as high as 

46% (1). 

 

A TJ must meet four main criteria in order to 

perform as an efficient interconnection between 

adjacent sub-cells: (i) Its peak tunneling current density 

(Jpeak) must be higher than the photocurrent density of 

the MJSCs; (ii) it should have an intrinsic electrical 

resistivity as low as possible; (iii) it should be 

transparent on the spectral range of interest for the 

photons to be absorbed in the underlying subcells. 

Moreover, in the case of TJ shaped with mismatched 

layers, (iv) the latter layers should be elastically 

strained in order to avoid dislocations that could 

propagate in upper sub-cells. The photocurrent density 

is around 15 mA/cm² at 1 sun for most of the existing 

designs of MJSCs (wafer bonding (1), dilute nitride (2), 

metamorphic (3)) and can reach values as high as 15 

A/cm² at 1000 suns. To be suited for their use in 

MJSCs, TJs must therefore exhibit Jpeak significantly 

higher than 15 A/cm² in order to have a low electrical 

resistivity at their working point. In order to evaluate 

and compare the electrical performances of the TJs, we 

focus only on the Jpeak value and not on the intrinsic 

resistance. Indeed, the J-V characteristic of a low 

resistive TJ is dominated by the series parasitic 

resistances of the global device (mostly due to the 

metal/semiconductor interfaces) and thus decorrelated 

to the tunneling junction. Such parasitic resistances 

have a huge impact on the apparent resistance extracted 

from the experimental J-V characteristic but do not 

affect the Jpeak value, as presented in (4). 

 The usual way to get low resistive TJs with high 

Jpeak values is to use highly doped materials. Although 

it is easy to get high doping levels in p-Type GaAs with 

C or Be dopants, the task is more complicated for n-

type GaAs. It is indeed well known that the Si dopant 

in GaAs suffers from compensation and saturation 

issues, which limits the n-doping level to ~7x1018 cm-3 

(5) (6) and thus the performance of the GaAs TJs. The 

use of Te for n-doping rather than Si enables to get 

high doping levels in the range of ~3x1019 cm-3 which 

is required for strong tunneling currents. For example, 

AlGaAs:C/GaInP:Te or AlGaAs:C/GaAs:Te have been 

recently developed by metal organic vapor phase 

epitaxy (MOVPE) with peak tunneling current density 

up to 10 kA/cm² (7). Unfortunately, the Te dopant is 

not commonly used for n-doped MBE-grown devices, 

and other MBE approaches to exceed the saturation 

limit of Si dopant in GaAs have to be considered. The 

use of specific MBE growth conditions, nominally at a 

low temperature and a low growth rate, have been 

shown to enable reaching n-doping levels as high as 

~2x1019 cm-3 (8). Jpeak values up to 1800 A/cm² for 

GaAs TJs grown at 400°C have thus been demonstrated 

(9). 

 An alternative approach to improve the electrical 

properties of TJs is to increase the direct band to band 

tunneling (DBBT) probability thanks to the band-offset 

engineering capabilities offered by the type-II 

InGaAs/GaAsSb staggered-band heterojunctions. As 

pictured in Fig. 1, the tunneling distance in the TJ is 

significantly reduced in the case of a type-II band offset 

compared to a usual GaAs tunnel homojunction. This 

results in a significant increase of the tunneling current 

density which is directly linked to the tunneling 

probability and the density of states (DOS) involved in 

the tunneling process (10). High Jpeak values up to 1500 

A/cm² have already been achieved (11) with such 

InGaAs/GaAsSb metamorphic type II TJs. An even 

higher Jpeak of 12 kA/cm² was reached for a 

pseudomorphic InGaAs/GaAsSb type-II TJ for VCSEL 

applications (12). Although such type II TJs are 
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interesting for their electrical properties, the use of 

lattice-mismatched GaAsSb and InGaAs alloys with a 

lower bandgap than GaAs impacts the TJs structural 

and optical properties. Therefore, the thicknesses and 

the In and Sb concentrations of the TJ layers have to be 

carefully chosen to keep the positive impact of the type 

II heterojunction on the tunneling current. The use of 

low thicknesses and low In and Sb concentrations will 

fulfill the optical and structural criteria above 

mentionned. 

 

 In this work, we investigate the impact of the 

thicknesses and the In and Sb concentrations of the 

InGaAs and GaAsSb layers on the electrical properties 

of the type II TJs in order to find a TJ design that meets 

all the requirements for MJSCs. The study is led on a 

set of 7 MBE-grown InxGa1-xAs:Si / GaAs1-ySby:C TJ 

samples with different concentrations of x=y= 0, 0.05 

and 0.12 and various thicknesses. To control the 

structural properties of the two mismatched ternary 

layers during the MBE growth, we used a home-built 

optical setup enabling the in-situ real-time monitoring 

of the wafer curvature; this allows us to check if the 

growth is kept pseudomorphic or is strain-relaxed. The 

results of J-V measurements performed on thin (14-

20 nm) and thick (100 nm) type-II TJs as well as on 

GaAs reference TJs with equivalent thicknesses are 

presented, indicating that the electrical behavior of the 

thick type-II TJs is much better than their thin type-II 

and Type-I counterparts. An analysis of the local 

density of states (LDOS) performed with non-

equilibrium Green’s Functions (NEGF) is proposed to 

understand the impact of the thickness on the tunneling 

mechanisms. Finally, we propose an alternative design 

for type II TJs that fulfill all the requirements for 

MJSCs. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Simulated band edge profiles at thermal 

equilibrium of type-II p++ GaAs0.9Sb0.1 / n++ 

In0.1Ga0.9As (blue curve) and GaAs (black curve) TJs, 

showing the reduced tunneling distance due to the type-

II staggered band configuration with In- and Sb- 

containing alloys. Doping levels are kept constant in 

both structures. Band offsets of the InGaAs/GaAsSb 

heterojunction are taken from (11). 

 

2 EXPERIMENTS 

 

2.1 MBE growth of the InxGa1-xAs/GaAs1-ySby TJs 

 

 A set of seven MBE-grown TJ samples have been 

fabricated on n-type (001) GaAs substrates in a Riber 

412 growth chamber. Si and C (CBr4 injector) elements 

are used as n and p-type dopants, respectively. The TJ 

typical structure is shown in Fig. 2. Different 

thicknesses are used for the type-II heterojunction 

within the different samples. We optimized MBE 

growth conditions to exceed the Si saturation limits in 

GaAs with a growth temperature of 460°C and a 

growth rate of 0.5 µm/h. With such growth conditions, 

a n-type doping level as high as 1.3x1019 cm-3 with Si is 

achieved for the cathode of the TJ whereas the p-type 

doping level of the TJ anode is set to 1020 cm-3. In this 

study, relatively low In and Sb concentration are used; 

so we assumed that the electrical activation of the Si 

and C doping species are similar for GaAsSb and 

InGaAs as for GaAs. The p- and n-doping levels are 

thus considered to be equivalent in the GaAs TJs and in 

the InGaAs/GaAsSb TJs. In order to mimic the 

environment in which the TJ will be placed within a 

MJSC, the TJ is surrounded by two GaAs layers with 

lower doping (2x1018 cm-3) that model the subcells. A 

highly p-doped GaAs cap layer is grown on top of the 

structure to ensure a good ohmic contact. The In and Sb 

concentrations are kept identical for all the devices 

(xIn=ySb), to provide the similar conduction and valence 

band offsets. Two different concentration sets 

xIn/Sb=0.05 and 0.12, have been investigated in addition 

to the reference GaAs TJ (xIn/Sb=0). The samples are 

labeled as follows: “TJ-X%-thin” or “-thick”, with X 

denoting the In and Sb composition percentages with 

X=0 for GaAs. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Schematic structure of the MBE-grown TJ 

devices. In and Sb contents of the anode and cathode as 

well as their thicknesses are varied across different 

samples.  

 

  The design criterion for the “thin” TJs is defined to 

be below the critical thickness for strain relaxation 

determined by the model of Matthews and Blakeslee 

(13) beyond which the misfit dislocations are generated 

in the layers. It gives thicknesses below 20 nm for TJ-

5%-thin and 14 nm for TJ-12%-thin. The thickness of 

the “thick” TJs, 100 nm, largely exceeds this critical 

thickness, and is equally distributed between the 

cathode and anode. The samples properties are 

summarized in Table 1. 
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Name 
N/P doping 

level (cm-3) 

In/Sb 

content 

Anode 

/Cathode 

thickness 

TJ-0%-thin 1.3x1019/1x1020 0/0 % 15/15 nm 

TJ-0%-thick 1.3x1019/1x1020 0/0 % 50/50 nm 

TJ-5%-thin 1.3x1019/1x1020 5/5 % 10/10 nm 

TJ-5%-thick 1.3x1019/1x1020 5/5 % 50/50 nm 

TJ-12%-thin 1.3x1019/1x1020 12/12 % 7/7 nm 

TJ-12%-thick 1.3x1019/1x1020 12/12 % 50/50 nm 

 

Table 1: List of the samples presented in this work. 

 

 The wafer curvature is monitored in real time, and 

thereby the strain state of the layers, in order to detect 

any strain relaxation in the layers, as already published 

with other methods (14) (15). The evolution of the 

incremental stress (.hf) linked to the wafer curvature 

through the Stoney equation, is plotted as a function of 

the grown film thickness (hf). When the growth is 

pseudomorphic, the variation of the incremental stress 

is linear, and the slope is equal to the stress () 

experienced by the elastically-strained growing layer.  

 

2.2 Fabrication of the test devices 

 

 30 µm-diameter circular diodes were then 

fabricated on the MBE-grown samples using a self-

aligned process described in (16). An alloyed 

AuGe/Ni/Au contact is deposited on the n-doped 

substrate backside followed by a rapid thermal 

annealing carried out at 450°C for 90s. The diodes are 

fabricated using self-aligned lift-off process consisting 

of a photolithography, dry etching and deposition by 

low temperature chemical vapor deposition (ICP-

PECVD) of a SiOx layer to isolate the mesa sidewalls. 

After getting rid of the SiOx/resist from the top of the 

mesa, a Ti/Au top-contact is then deposited on the cap 

layer to make the front contact. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

 3.1 Structural properties of the TJs 

  

The “Thin” type-II TJs are supposed to exhibit 

excellent structural properties since their thickness is 

below the theoretical relaxation thickness (13). The 

structure should then be dislocation-free. As shown in 

Fig. 3a, by the in-situ wafer curvature measurements 

on the sample TJ-12%-thin (blue curve), the epitaxial 

growth of 7 nm of GaAs0.88Sb0.12 and 7 nm of 

In0.12Ga0.88As is pseudomorphic. Indeed, the variation 

of the incremental stress (.hf) is linear. Note that it has 

a negative value because both the In- and Sb-containing 

alloy layers are compressively strained when grown on 

GaAs. The incremental stress is stabilized at the end of 

the InGaAs/GaAsSb heterostructure growth and during 

the growth of the upper GaAs layer. This confirms that 

the InGaAs/GaAsSb layers growth is pseudomorphic. 

Otherwise, the GaAs layer would have experienced a 

tensile strain, and the value of the incremental stress 

would have been positive. 

 

That is what occurs for the “thick” type-II TJ-12% 

structure. As shown in Fig. 3b, in-situ wafer curvature 

measurements indicate that strain relaxation occurs 

during the growth of the GaAs0.88Sb0.12 layer. Upon 

relaxation, the incremental stress variation reverses 

abruptly from a negative to a positive slope, and this 

trend is pursued during the subsequent GaAs growth. 

This behavior indicates the generation of dislocations, 

resulting in a poor structural quality for the TJ 

structure. The epitaxial growth of this material was 

then metamorphic. 

In the case of the two TJs with 5% In and Sb 

content with a lower lattice-mismatch to the substrate, 

the in-situ wafer curvature monitoring (not presented 

here) shows that the MBE growth remains always 

pseudomorphic even for the thick structure. 

It is worth noting that the pseudomorphic growth is 

preserved for an InGaAs layer thickness of about 

100 nm and 60 nm for the TJ-5% and -12% 

respectively. These observed critical thicknesses are 

thus much higher than the ones given by the Matthews’ 

formula. It can be explained by the use of a low growth 

temperature which differs from the thermodynamic 

equilibrium conditions considered in Matthews’ model. 

It may also stem from the doping impurities contained 

in the layers which may affect the mechanical 

properties of the semiconductor (17). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: In-situ wafer curvature measurements during 

MBE growth of sample TJ-12%-thin (a) and sample 

TJ-12%-thick (b). This “thick” sample exhibits strain 

relaxation appearing during the growth of the GaAsSb 

layer. 

 

3.2 J-V characteristics of the devices 

 

The J-V measurements of the samples with 5% In 

and Sb content are presented in Fig. 4.a and the ones of 

samples with 12% In and Sb contents are presented in 

Fig. 4.b. The J-V measurements of the reference GaAs 

TJs are plotted in black in both figures for comparison. 

The J-V characteristics of all TJs exhibit the well-

known measurement instabilities in the Negative 

Differential Resistance (NDR) region. More 

information on the origin of these instabilities can be 

found in (4) and (18). 

 

Peak current densities of 370 A/cm² and 380 A/cm² 

are measured for TJ-GaAs-thin and -thick respectively. 

Reducing the thickness of the GaAs TJs from 50/50 nm 
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down to 15/15 nm does not affect the electrical 

performances of the device. Albeit a further reduction 

of the GaAs TJs thickness may have a detrimental 

impact on the TJs electrical performances, but this case 

was not studied here. For the type II TJs, we observed 

an important impact on the Jpeak of the type-II TJs when 

the thicknesses of the GaAsSb and InGaAs layers are 

reduced. Both “thick” type-II TJs exhibit an 

enhancement of the electrical performance compared to 

the GaAs TJ reference, with Jpeak up to 450 A/cm² and 

470 A/cm² respectively for the TJ-5%-thick and TJ-

12%-thick samples. In contrast, the Sb and In 

incorporation in the case of “thin” type-II TJs leads to 

lower electrical performances than the GaAs TJs, with 

Jpeak values of only 100 A/cm² and 200 A/cm² for TJ-

5%-thin and TJ-12%-thin respectively. Given the 

change of the band offset from type-I to type-II which 

should lead to an enhanced tunneling band-to-band 

transport, the observed behavior for thin TJ is 

unexpected. Another information drawn from this study 

is the effect of the crystalline quality on the TJs 

performances. Indeed, similar J-V curves with 

comparable Jpeak values are observed for thick TJ-5% 

and -12%. Of course, a higher Jpeak value was expected 

for TJ-12%-thick for TJ-5%-thick because of its lower 

bandgap, but it is worth noting that a high tunneling 

transport is still observed for the thick and relaxed TJ-

12% sample despite its low crystalline quality.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. a: J-V measurements of the two GaAs TJs 

(black curves), sample TJ-5%-thin (blue curve) and 

sample TJ-5%-thick (red curve). b: J-V measurements 

of the two GaAs TJs (black curves), sample TJ-12%-

thin (blue curve) and sample TJ-12%-thick (red curve). 

Results from (12) on similar type II TJ are shown for 

comparison (green curve).  

 

It therefore appears that the type-II heterojunction 

design enables to improve the performance of TJs only 

in the case of “thick” GaAsSb and InGaAs layers, used 

within the structure depicted on Fig. 2 and this, 

independently of their crystal quality. 

 

4 DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Origin of the impact of the type-II TJ layer 

thicknesses on the tunneling mechanisms. 

 

To understand the influence of the thickness on the 

tunneling properties of the type-II TJs, we performed 

NEGF based simulations of the quantum transport 

using a six-band k.p Hamiltonian for the electronic 

states. The details of this model, which properly 

considers the conduction-valence coupling at the origin 

of the band-to-band tunneling, can be found in (19) and 

(20) ; we have previously demonstrated its ability to 

predict the J-V characteristics of a simple GaAs TJ 

(21). The set of material parameters is taken from (22), 

whereas the band-offsets of the InGaAs/GaAsSb 

heterejonction are taken from (11). The effect of strain 

is not considered in the calculation. As shown in (23) 

or (19) in the case of InAlGaAs/InGaAs TJs and 

GaN/InGaN/GaN TJs respectively, an analysis of the 

LDOS considering a vanishing transverse wave vector 

can provide relevant information on the different 

tunneling mechanisms of TJs with various designs. Fig. 

5 presents the LDOS of the TJ-12%-thin and TJ-12%-

thick samples taking into account the GaAs buffer 

layers. The black curves show the band edge profiles at 

the thermal equilibrium. To reduce the computational 

load, the thicknesses of the GaAsSb and InGaAs layers 

of samples TJ-12%-thick were reduced from 50 nm / 

50 nm to 30 nm / 30 nm, which has no incidence in the 

case of a qualitative comparison of the LDOS. The 

simulations were performed with a direct applied bias 

Vapp value of 80 mV, which means that the TJs operate 

in their tunneling operating mode.  

 

The comparison of the LDOS maps and the band 

edges profiles of Fig. 5 shows two main differences 

between the “thick” and the “thin” type II TJs : 

- The first difference is related to the depletion zone 

extension on each side of the junction. As the doping 

level on the p-side of the TJ is significantly higher than 

on the n-side, the depletion area extends mostly on the 

n-side (up to ~ 18 nm) whereas its extension is only of 

~3 nm on the p-side of the TJ. The p-side depletion 

lengths in both the thick and the thin type II TJs are 

lower than in the p+-GaAsSb layers. Although the 

situation is the same for the n-side of the thick type II 

TJs, one can notice that the 18 nm depletion area 

extension at the n-side of the “thin” type II TJs is 

significantly larger than the thickness of the n+-InGaAs 

layer (7 nm), and thus that the band-bending extends up 

to the n-GaAs buffer layer. Therefore, in the case of the 

thin type II TJ, the quasi-Fermi levels between the p+-

GaAsSb layer and the n-GaAs buffer layer govern the 

overlap between the conduction and the valence band, 

whereas for thick type II TJs the degenerately doped 

p+-GaAsSb and n+-InGaAs layers play this role. As 

shown in Fig. 5a, the DOS involved in the DBBT 

process is thus significantly lower for the thin TJ 

compared to the thick TJ. Moreover, the tunneling 

distance is higher for the thin type II TJ (~ 20 nm) than 

for the thick type II TJs (~ 10 nm), which results for the 

latter in a reduced tunneling probability. 

- The second difference between the two TJs 

structure is the distance between the InGaAs/GaAsSb 
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interface and their lower doped GaAs buffer layers. 

The large band offsets at the GaAs/GaAsSb and 

GaAs/InGaAs interfaces combined with the significant 

difference in doping levels create an additional band 

misalignment on both sides of the TJ. Quantized energy 

levels are therefore most likely to appear depending on 

the distance between the different potential drops. As 

indicated in Fig. 5b, there is no visible energy level 

quantization on the p-side of the thick TJ which 

exhibits a continuum DOS, and a significant density of 

quasi-bound states on the n-side of the TJ. On the 

contrary, one can notice the emergence of bound states 

at the p-side of the thin TJ, in which the p+ GaAsSb / 

p-GaAs interface is at the vicinity of the tunneling area 

because of the very high p+ doping level of the 

GaAsSb layer. These bound states can have a role in 

the reduction of the DOS involved in the DBBT 

process for the thin TJ, even if the main contribution is 

however expected to come from the shorter tunneling 

distance. Thus, reducing the p+ doping level of our TJs 

could be beneficial for DOS involved in the tunneling 

process. Moreover, it wouldn't affect the tunneling 

probability as long as the effective doping level Neff of 

the TJ (     
    

     
 ) is not affected. As we are using 

unnecessary high p+ doping level (1x1020 cm-3) 

compared to the n+ doping level (1.3x1019 cm-3), there 

is an interesting flexibility for further optimizing the p+ 

doping levels in our TJs. 

Consequently, the combination of these two 

phenomena for the thin TJs annihilates the beneficial 

effect of the type II heterojunction on the tunneling 

probability. Indeed, the DOS, involved in the DBBT 

process, which is the other main parameter to consider 

for the tunneling current density is significantly 

reduced. It also affects the tunneling distance and thus 

the tunneling probability of the thin type II TJs. On the 

contrary, the DOS involved in the DBBT process for 

the thick TJ is almost the same as for an 

InGaAs/GaAsSb TJ of “infinite” thickness, in which 

the effect of the buffer layers on the TJs potential could 

be neglected. Nevertheless, the injection and extraction 

of carriers in the states available for DBBT require 

energy relaxation. It can explain that the experimental 

influence of the type II band alignment in samples TJ-

5%-thick and TJ-12%-thick is not as important as we 

could have expected from other results in the literature 

(11) (12), as it results in almost the same Jpeak than the 

GaAs reference TJ (TJ-0%-thick).  

 
 

Fig. 5. NEGF simulations of the band edge profiles 

(black curve) and local density of states (LDOS) 

mapping for the sample TJ-12%-thin (a) and the sample 

TJ-12%-thick (b) with the GaAs buffer layers. The 

simulations are performed with 80 mV applied bias and 

for a null transverse momentum (k┴ =0) assuming the 

electron-phonon scattering. 

 

4.2 Alternative design of type II TJs suitable for 

MJSCs. 

 

The study of the LDOS shows that the low doped 

GaAs layers surrounding the thin type II 

InGaAs/GaAsSb are playing a substantial role in the 

decrease of the Jpeak. As these buffer layers mimic the 

subcells of the MJSC, the same behaviour will 

probably occur in a real MJSC. The “thin” type-II TJ 

design is therefore unsuitable for the PV application in 

spite of its interesting optical and structural properties. 

In another way, pulling away the GaAs layers from the 

TJ interface by increasing the GaAsSb and the InGaAs 

thickness is detrimental for the optical and structural 

properties, whereas our experimental study shows that 

it is beneficial for the electrical properties. Such thin or 

thick type II TJs designs are thus both not suitable in 

this form for MJSCs applications.  

 

In previously published work (24), we have 

proposed an alternative type II TJ design that consists 

of incorporating the degenerately doped n+-

In0.12Ga0.88As / p+-GaAs0.88Sb0.12 heterojunction as 

quantum wells (QWs) into the depletion area of a usual 

GaAs TJ. Details of the structure can be found in Ref. 

(24). The structure is almost similar to the TJ-12%-thin 

structure, but the n+-In0.12Ga0.88As and p+-

GaAs0.88Sb0.12 layer thicknesses are only 6 nm and 

4 nm respectively, and the heterojunction is surrounded 

by degenerately doped GaAs layers instead of low 

doped GaAs. We thus ensure that the overlap between 

the conduction band and the valence band is settled by 

the degenerate doping levels of the GaAs TJ and not by 

the ones of eventual low doped layers located in the 

vicinity of the TJ. As the InGaAs/GaAs and the 

GaAsSb/GaAs interfaces are located into the depletion 

area, there is no quantum confinement in both the hole 

and the electron emitter regions. The DOS involved in 

the tunneling process for such a QW-TJ is thus the 

same as for a GaAs TJ, but the DBBT probability 

linked to these states is increased by the type II-offset 

heterojunction. As presented in Fig. 6, this TJ design 

provides excellent electrical characteristics. Indeed, the 

simple incorporation of the 6 nm n+-In0.12Ga0.88As 

(1.3x1019 cm-3) / 4 nm thick p+-GaAs0.88Sb0.12 (1x1020 

cm-3) heterojunction into the GaAs TJ sample (TJ-0%-

thick) enables to get a Jpeak value as high as 1200 

A/cm², which is three times higher than with a usual 

GaAs TJ. 
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Fig. 6. J-V characteristics of a usual GaAs TJ 

(sample TJ-0%-thick, black curve) and the same 

structure but with the insertion of a 6 nm n+-

In0.12Ga0.88As (1.3x1019 cm-3) / 4 nm p+-GaAs0.88Sb0.12 

(1x1020 cm-3) quantum well (red curve).   

 

Therefore, such a QW-TJ enables to get very high 

tunneling current density above 1 kA/cm2 with a type II 

heterojunction. Also, the use of “thin” GaAsSb and 

InGaAs layers limits the impact of the low bandgap and 

strained materials. In contrast with a conventional type 

II TJ, this alternative QW-TJ design enables a good 

compromise between the electrical, the structural and 

the optical properties of TJs and so is much more 

attractive for MJSCs applications. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

 Based on the MBE growth and the J-V 

measurements of a set of TJ samples, we show 

experimental evidence of the impact of the layer 

thicknesses on the electrical performance of 

InGaAs/GaAsSb type-II TJs with low In and Sb content 

(< 12%). For “thin” type-II TJs with suitable structural 

and optical quality for MJSC, the In and Sb 

incorporations do not show any type-II enhancement 

effect on the tunneling current density and even 

considerably reduce it compared to a GaAs TJ. In the 

case of “thick” type-II TJs, the tunneling current 

density is increased as compared to GaAs TJ even for 

TJs which suffer from lower structural quality due to 

strain relaxation. Based on NEGF simulations of the 

LDOS mapping and of the band edge profiles for 

different thicknesses of the type II TJs, we observe also 

that the low doped GaAs layers located at the vicinity 

of the tunneling area play a partial role in the reduction 

of the DOS involved in the DBBT process and thereby 

in the reduction of the tunneling current density. As the 

doping of these GaAs layers are at a similar level than 

in the MJSCs subcells, “thin” type II TJs are unsuitable 

for such PV applications. However, we propose an 

alternative design that consists in including a “thin” 

type II heterojunction into a conventional GaAs TJ. 

This allows us to decrease the spurious effect of the 

limited DOS encountered in thin type II heterojunctions 

and to pull away the low-doped GaAs layers from the 

tunneling area. This structure exhibits a remarkably 

high Jpeak value of 1200 A/cm2. The use of thin 

InGaAs/GaAsSb layers also has the advantage of a 

limited impact on the structural and optical properties, 

and thus would be suitable for integration in MJSCs. 

More generally, the present study shows the importance 

of taking into account the global environment of the TJ 

when designing a device rather than optimizing one-off 

parameter such as the thickness. 
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